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1.  Letter of Synopsis:  Your letter of synopsis should include all information that may be relevant to your
education and experience for each breed. All experiences should include dates and be verifiable.
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Letter of Synopsis continued:
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Please note dates and location of verifiable data included inthe body of the letter of synopsis as per the approval policy.
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	name1: Johnny Goodjudge
	breed_description: Chow Hound
	judge1name: 57432
	Text1: I would like to respectively submit my application for approval to judge the Chow Hound to the Judges Review Committee for consideration.  I became enamored with this breed well over 25 years ago, when I was first exposed to the Chow Hound.  Since my initial experiences with this breed, I have spent considerable time educating myself through my breed mentors, tutors, and educational experiences and judging experiences.  It is this extensive study and preparation coupled with my previous experience in judging the breeds in which I am currently approved that I feel confident in stating that I am prepared to judge this truly unique breed.  While attending shows in Boston in 1993, I was introduced to Mr.. Norman Peterson, who had been the foremost authority in the Chow Hound, having campaigned the top Chow Hounds since 1982.  At this event I had the opportunity to speak with Mr.. Peterson for several hours over the weekend.  He dedicated a considerable time with me in his grooming area speaking on the nuances of the breed.  It was here that I learned that the Chow Hound was originally bred to serve as a means of waste disposal in medieval times in Europe.  It was this original purpose that defined the emphasis placed upon the strong jaw and teeth within the standard.  It also explains the disqualification for missing teeth and the severe fault for the lack of under jaw.  He permitted me to go over the handful of entries that he had at these events, being extremely honest is discussing their positive attributes as well as their weaknesses.  He also stressed upon me how the Chow Hound should not be a smooth and fluid breed in movement.  That it should be slow, lumbering and almost clumsy.The other influential individual from this breed was my long term mentor, Mr.. Doug Heffernan.  I met Mr. Heffernan while attending the Westminister Kennel Club show in 1998.  From that point through 2007 Mr. Heffernan served as my mentor within this breed.  I had the opportunity to visit and spend considerable time at his Kennels in Queens, NY over the years.  It was there that I had the opportunity to observe and evaluate the Chow Hounds at numerous stages of development.  I came to understand the importance of true breed type of the Chow Hound, that they must be massive and full in body.  Substantial in bone, head and body.  They are low to the ground, deep in chest and very short in neck.  A Chow Hound fine, light or up on leg is not a true Chow Hound.  
	Text2: These educational experiences were confirmed and supplemented by the educational institutes and seminars that I attended from 2009 – 2011.  In that time, I attended breed seminars presented in conjunction with the Potomac Hound show on July 2, 2009 and the National Specialty NSSG on March 19, 2010 in Louisville, KY as well as the AKC Advanced Institute for Hound breeds held in Harrisburg, PA on August 13, 2011.  The hands-on at the AKC Institute was a valuable experience in utilizing the education afforded by the Parent Club Presenter Frederick Stubbs, with a tremendous group of seven Chow Hounds that were provided for this exercise. In addition to my educational experiences, I also had the opportunity on several occasions to gain "hands-on" experience through judging the breed through my Special Attraction and sweepstakes assignments.  Here I was able to define my examination technique and my familiarity with the required examination to be done on the ramp.  Through these judging experiences ranging from sweepstakes through Veteran groups, I was able to examine and judge representatives from the breed over a great range of age and development.  My final judging experience with the Chow Hound occurred at the Beaver County Kennel Club show in Canfield, OH on August 6, 2011.  The assigned judge for the breed was a last minute cancellation and I was asked to judge the breed as an emergency replacement.  This was a tremendous experience as there was an entry of 18 Chow Hounds, of which 17 were present.  the quality of the was good overall, with a few exceptions that were lacking in the substance as defined in the standard.  Following this judging experience, I received numerous compliments and positive feedback from the exhibitors at the event.        In summation, I feel confident in stating that my preparation through the influence of my mentor and tutor, quality educational experiences and judging experiences with this breed combined with the proficiency I have demonstrated in my previous judging, I have displayed my readiness to be approved to judge the Chow Hound.  Over the previous ten years I not the recipient of any negative Judges Evaluations from the Executive Field Staff.  In addition, in that time I have received numerous evaluations over the Meets Expectations ratings.  To my knowledge, the AKC has not received any complaints in regard to my judging as I have never been contacted by Judging Operations indicating otherwise.  I take extreme pride in my approval to judge at AKC events and have great respect for the sport, the members of the fancy and its history.  It is for all of the reasons indicated above that I request to be approved to judge the Chow Hound.  


